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Objective

Over eight years in military security experience as well as civilian customer service training and 
supervisor experience. Trained and supervised personnel in Anti-Terrorism Force Protection as well 
as in a more calm call center environment. able to work and adapt to all environments. a fast 
learner with exceptional organizational skills and a great work ethic.

Skills

Inventory Management, Able to read and understand a schematic, display plan, Telxon Ordering.

Work Experience

Produce Stocker
ABC Corporation  February 2003 – June 2005 
 Assigned to NSF was placed in Delta section where I became assistant section leader.
 Provided support to the active duty Security Force on base.
 Performed duties such as entry control point, flight line patrols, roving patrols, vehicle 

inspections, and armed escort.
 Assisted customers in locating merchandise and engage in suggestive selling.
 Organized the food, meat, products, vegetables, fruits to show them attractive to customers.
 Inspected equipment and work areas to guarantee they fulfill the established sanitary and 

safety regulations.
 Cleaned up the store from time to time and even worked the cash register a few times.

Produce Stocker
Delta Corporation  2002 – 2003 
 Each day I helped customers find items they were looking for and I also stocked produce.
 Customer Service Build/Maintain displays Quality control.
 Stock and clean.
 Stock Produce, sample produce and helped customers with their produce needs.
 Daily Customer service in the Produce and Grocery Department while also replenishing the 

departments.
 Took customer phone calls, trained employees for the Produce department and helped 

received the Produce orders.
 Inventory control for Produce and helped cashier Greeting Card Vendor American Greetings 

June 2010-Present -Stocking greeting cards and helping .

Education

BS- (Expeditionary Small Arms School - China Lake, CA)
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